JEWELS NEED PERFECT PACKAGING

CP CANPACK
CANPACK is the leading producer of environmentally friendly, modern packaging solutions, delivering top quality primary packaging, on time and wherever needed.
GET INSPIRED
by some of our capabilities
SATIN EFFECT

For premium products which deserve extraordinary packaging. Let your design embody the essence of elegance.
To underline the natural origin and craftsmanship of the product. Give a classy, vintage look to the design/label/lithography.
ROUGH MATT EFFECT

To distinguish chosen parts of the design, making them matt in look and rough to the touch. Create even more intriguing designs, by using details in different textures.
To distinguish chosen elements of the design with the fusion of classical matt and gloss. Premiumize the design and capture its depth, by playing with different finishes.
MATT-TACTILE EFFECT

To underline the product complexity by combining the touch and feel experience. Stimulate other senses and excite, with the unique character of your product.
HI-RES & TACTILE EFFECT

To capture the nature in its beauty with all the details. Attract attention with photorealistic images and mouth-watering juicy fruits!
SUPER BRIGHT EFFECT

Hypnotizing colors for daring products. Create designs with vibrant, bright inks to achieve a striking effect on the shelf!
To make the details work for you and to extend the canvas from the can body to its end. Unleash new engagement opportunities, with a multitude of effects available on can ends!

- positioned laser engravement
- offset print
- full-color ends
for more information visit canpack.com